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century BC Romans“When you say, ‘What am I being asked to
do here?’, your first thought is not what is required of me.

That is more likely to be something like, ‘What do they want
me to do?’” C. Jay Thompson explained this perennial

question to me in a talk at the URI Center for Human Values.
The question is a very good one that I often asked at the

same point in negotiations: What is the prospect that I am
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context, Thompson’s talk explored the value of detecting
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and assumptions that convey the nuances in recent real-world
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and the probability of success lower. These questions don’t
just provide insight into the prospective risks and potential

rewards of the negotiation at hand; they also tell us
something about our clients and ourselves. These emerging
trends can signal whether our clients are getting smarter, or
whether they are getting dumb. Turning to our own clients,

they are instructive in another way. Many
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